Poem for Sunday Service 12th April 2020
Written and recorded by Gina Langsfied during the closure
for the Spiritualist Association of Great Britain at this time
Today service would have been dedicated to
World Health Day 7th April
but more so this year in honour to all those that are on the front line
and volunteers that give of themselves unconditionally
for humanity

~

We stand up and applaud you ~

Good afternoon to you all this is Gena speaking once again on behalf of the
SAGB and welcome to our Sunday reunion. I would like to first to give an
acknowledgement to World Health Day, which seems so significant during this
time that we are going through the dark days of the Coronavirus pandemic. We
hope that spirit is with and soon, health will be reestablished Worldwide. My
poem for you today is called the Promise of Easter.

The Promise of Easter
There is a reason why the celebration of Easter, has become so associated with
the blessing of spring, for both are the symbols of resurrection of new life within
everything. We have also come to associate Easter with sheared good times
and with need to embrace, but sadly we may sometimes face an Easter when
this may not be the case.
Yet it is at these perhaps less than perfect Easters, when spirit draws closes of
all, they raise us up high again from our lowest point and make certain that we
do not stumble and fall.
It is hard sometimes through our sadness, when we are missing loved ones so
very much. Weather we are psychically separated on earth or indeed in
separate dimensions, we long so much for someone’s tender touch, to
remember that with love there is no separation and love will always find a way.

To be united by the symbol of rebirth and to be reunited upon a better day, this
then is the promise of Easter.
Spirit will raise us up and gives us hope for tomorrow, with their assurance of
the rebirth, of the joys of spring and in good time a spirit spring with no more
parting nor sorrow.
It is so lovely to be able to reach you all this way, if I do ask you please
to speak to and give upliftment to those unable to link with us through this
connection of technology and let those know they too are not
forgotten and spirit are with them.
On behalf of our manager Karl and trustees, the staff, mediums, healers and of
cause myself Gina, I wish you a hopeful, healthy Easter and many truly happy
ones yet to come, God Bless
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